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in virtually every case that the greyhounds are live lure trained, you will see a
trainer of some sort out there with the dogs. i'm not saying that the owners are

making their dogs do this, but the fact that the trainer is out there with the dogs,
giving cues, leads, running with the dogs is highly suggestive of live lure training.

the other one, the one that was bred to be a natural lurer, was natural. he was
fantastic. he was the one that was going to be used as the live lure. and the trainer
took the other one and just taught him to be a natural lurer. he taught him how to
chase birds, how to catch birds, how to catch fish, how to do all the things that a

natural lurer does. and he did it in a way that was fun and easy for the dog. it was
fun for the trainer, too. now, just like any training regimen, you dont want to do it

too long or too hard. it can be very harmful for the dog to be out there for too long a
period of time. but the dogs just need the right amount of time. the trainer is

helping the dog be what they are naturally built to be, and it is a wonderful thing to
watch. big news came this week that the game you've been waiting for, liftoff, is
coming to the playstation 4 and xbox one with the new "night fever" update. the

game is a top-down, flight-simulator set in the post-apocalyptic world of "zero" and
was first released on pc in 2013. the free "night fever" update will add the

playstation 4 and xbox one versions of the game to the existing pc version. to
accompany the upgrade, liftoff has been released as a free game for playstation

plus members.
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a quick heads up that weve just added a
few more courses in our training library.

our huge crew of trainers has been
getting the course content in order for

you to upload your own course. youll be
able to learn about physical conditioning,

nutrition, and mental conditioning. the
new courses include general fitness,
football bootcamp, tennis bootcamp,

boxing, wrestling, yoga, weightlifting, and
powerlifting. if you want to make a course

for a specific sport, send us a message
and we can help make that happen! our
community of trainers have been hard at

work updating our training library to
include more courses for you to choose

from. youll be able to learn about physical
conditioning, nutrition, and mental

conditioning. the new courses include
general fitness, football bootcamp, tennis
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bootcamp, boxing, wrestling, yoga,
weightlifting, and powerlifting. first, the

good news. liftoff, a drone racing game in
which players race their own drones
through challenging courses, will be

released later this year for playstation 4
and xbox one. liftoff will also be released

in the playstation vita and google play
stores. liftoff on ps4 and ps vita will
feature a new training mode and is

available for pre-order now on playstation
network. liftoff for xbox one is scheduled
to be released in the fall. the bad news?

ive only been able to find one
independent review of liftoff on xbox one,

and its not particularly favorable. the
review was written by a man named

gordon farquhar, who wrote a review of
liftoff for xbox live games and

entertainment magazine in 2012.
farquhar gave the game a 3.8 out of a
possible 5. the review states that there

were some bugs, especially in the
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multiplayer. however, farquhar concluded
that the game was fun, and he said that

the game was visually stunning.
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